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Anofficer
andaparent
Does a good manager need to be a good
father as well? Do managers invest more in
workplace management than in other areas?

AGATBerri fretted as he read the
note from the board of directors re-
jecting the promotion of Kapil
Verma. "You are experimenting
with an idea that an alcoholic can
be made to change. We cannot
play God and break norms!" Jagat

was furious: "Experiment? If we don't give
him a chance, how will we know what
works? Kapil has a right to be forgiven. His
alcoholism is past and we cannot brand
him ineffective!" he wrote on the note.

As he put his pen down, tlre phone rang.
The call was from his son's headmistress.
"There is some trouble and we want both par-
ents here before noon," she said. Fear gripped
him as Jagat rushed to the school where he was
told that they had found a roll of cigarette in Ab-
hay's bag. The school authorities suspected that it
was cannabis. They had been suspecting this for some
time now. Abhay himself had confessed that he and
some of his friends had smoked cannabis once or twice.
"We cannot have this as a trend in the school. Abhay may
pass on this habit to other students," the headmistress ex-
plained. "Therefore, we have decided to rusticate him." The lady
then handed Abhay's discharge letter and the transfer certificate
to Jagat and his wife.

Iagat's shock gave way to intense anger. "You don't know what
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you are talking about! Show me the cigarette!
What proof do you have that Abhay has been
smoking?" Anger turned into denial as he went
on: "My son is not like this. Somebody must
have planted this on him! It's not his ... how do
you know it is his for sure?"

The lady said with a note of finality in her
voice: "We have enough evidence, and we are
not budging from our stance!" That seemed
very offensive and dogmatic to Jagat. These
people were the managers of students and staff
and yes, values. Where was their pro activity and
drive? This was no way to run an organisation,
he said. Taking off from there, he cross-exam-
ined the school's business intention: "What is it
that this school offers? Is it the duty of the school only to make
sure that my son clears his exams? How come you are charging me
so much money as fees?" And so went the exchange, with Iagat
getting very aggressive and the school getting defensive.

"We had a workshop on drug abuse and we made everyone at-
tend that," the headmistress said patiently. "None of our teachers
smoke in the school, we watch our P's and Q's... we are good role

models, we offer sports opportunities ..."
After 30 minutes of intense argument, she said: "Atbest, if
you want us to review our decision, we will appoint a

third party to review his case and we will revert again.
Then we will take a final decision after that."

Jagat was crestfallen. He had no option now.
Shaken and hot under the collar, he drove back

home. His wife broke the silence saying: "You
know, I have been suspecting he has been
smoking, as I have seen a cigarette in his bag! I
thought it was a regular cigarette ... kids this
age do experiment with all kinds of things.
And after all, you smoke as well, so what are
we talking about?" That ticked Iagat off. He
angrily said: "Why are you there in the first
place? Isn't your role to be on top of the sit-
uation? Why haven't I been informed?"

More discord followed as his wife said:
"But when are you ever there? When do I
ever get to discuss the upbringing of the
kids? What do you know about your chil-
dren?You have come to their school for the
first time in 10 years! Why, do you even
know what his best friend's name is? I have

to do all this and keep tabs on them and their
studies, and you and your crazy travel sched-

ules, your corporate socialising, and now you
tell me this!" And she broke down.
When Abhay returned home that evening, Ia-

gat slapped him relentlessly. "How dare you!" he ex-
ploded. "Is this what I am slaving for night and day?

Tomorrow when I go to work, what do I tell them?
Which school will admit you now? Do you know what it

takes to have a job in today's times?" And he thrashed the
boy even more. Thoroughly upset, the boy abused his father.

Then bursting into tears, he locked himself up in his room.
Meanwhile, the secretary of one of the directors called Iagat on

his mobile to discuss the promotion issue. Iagat felt that if he let
the matter slide, poor Kapil's promotion would remain uncertain.
The tension at home was unbearable. But life has to go on, he rea-

soned, hoping that his wife would manage the
situation at home. At 5 p.m. he met a divided
board, but the better fraction commended his
stance over Kapil's rehabilitation. "If only all
our managers gave to the company the dedica-
tion you do!" said one. That was all Jagat
needed, a salve on his bruised ego. So he
worked late into the night, writing out a paper
for the board on 'The Role Of HR: Getting into
the 'heart' of the resources'.

The morning after was like a dull hangover
sour with the memory of an errant son, yet
sweet with the sanctioned promotion. One
loss, one gain, he mused. Life goes on, he
mused more. The house was silent. Iagat de-

cided not to stoke last evening's events. "Let Abhay stay with his
thoughts and understand where he went wrong," he decided. As
for his bruised wife, well, she would manage.

Returning to work, Jagat paused by Reefer's BPO division,
where a lot of young people worked. Peeping in, he found four
people sharing a cigarette. Jagat lost all control and exploded like
a bomb. "How dare you! Don't you know this is a no-smoking area?
Today it is cigarettes, tomorrow it will be cannabis! What do you
youth think nowadays?"

Vignesh Naik, a good friend and HR head of the BPO division,
was also present. Alarmed and frantic, he gently escorted
Iagat out of the division. Once in Jagat's room, he asked:
"What's with you? People do smoke and we know that." But
Jagat who was simmering in anger said: "Oh, so now they

have an ally in you, is it?Ano-smoking zone is a no-smoking zone!
I make the rules here!"

Vignesh was startled: "Hang on, Iagat, but you also smoke, so
what is the issue? We shared a cigarette the other day in the men's
room, didn't we?" Jagat got into a fight, pulling rank in defence:
"I say it's a policy! I have brought you up in this organisation, does
that mean anything at all?"

"But I am not talking of policy, so don't pull that on me!" said
Vignesh. "So I smell a problem; do you want to tell me about it?"
Burnt down by his own anger, Jagat told him his story. Vignesh
was worried. Jagat was the kind of man who looked ahead rather
than mull on past events in the face of a storm. In fact, that had
been the hallmark of Iagat Berri, the man and manager.

Trying to help, he said: "Whenever you face a crisis like this, you
will experience severe grief. That's because you feel you have
made a mistake and so you feel guilty. You feel that you have lost
your perfect child because of all this and, hence, there is anger.
Youhave a choice: get angry with yourself, get angry with the sys-
tem or get angry with your child. And that is what you are doing:
you first got angry with the system, then with your wife, then with
your child and now with yourself.

"What you are dealing with is the impact of a child having
experimented with cannabis. But what do you think the child is
going through right now? Have you thought about that? Suddenly
the school has thrown him out, you slapped him, his mother is an-
gry with him; if he is feeling so rejected now, what is the most
likely thing he is going to do? He will smoke some more! Instead of
getting him out of it, you have gone and pushed him back into it!"
Surprised, Vignesh asked: "And you are at work when you should
have been at home helping your son? It always amazes me that
men, at least most men, are willing to invest more of themselves
into becoming successful managers in the workplace, but not in
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other areas! Iagat, if there was a crisis of similar magnitude at
work, would you leave work to attend a wedding? Agood manager
also has to be a good parent, Iagat," said Vignesh who was quite
annoyed by now.

"What am I supposed to do?" wailed Jagat. His whole world was
crumbling around him. He alternately saw himself as father and
manager; as troubleshooter and victim. His image as perfect
manager appeared as a hazy dwindling one. Everything he had
enjoyed and sought now seemed unworthy and dead. Yes,he who
managed a 2,500-strong workforce, he who had only last month
addressed the Central European team on values and integrity, on
facing crises in the face of doom, felt defeated. Yes, he, who was
such a stalwart, felt defeated. He, Iagat Berri, was the man who
had dared and overcome so many corporate challenges. All be-
cause he strove to find solutions!

And Iagat went into a solution-finding mode. For one, he im-
mediately thought the solution lay in getting his son accepted
back in school. So he left work and went to the school. He met the
headmistress and said: "Do you recall the time when I brought a
little boy to you 10 years ago for his first admission interview? We
talked about a 13-year partnership - we will bring up the boy to-
gether and all that, what happened then? Are you going to reject
him now?" And as Vignesh's rejection theory got amplified in his
head, he asked: "It is so easy for you to give him the pink slip, but
have you stopped to ask if you have fulfilled your duty to him as a
teacher, as a mentor? What happened to our 13-year partnership,
to 'we are a family'?" That was Iagars approach to his own human
resources. Reefers India was a family more than anything else,
and he had given it all his time and dedication.

But Reefers, in turn, had also equally valued its customers, who
Iagat's theory had shown as part of the bigger Reefer family. So he
asked: ''And as a customer did I get value for money? Yours is the
first organisation that is refusing to mend my broken product!
Where do you talk about customer service? But before we come to
that, shouldn't you have told me about this sooner?Why did it take
you three months to tell me? If this is a partnership, then I have an
equal right to know of a crisis when it happens!"

The headmistress said: "We have our own ways of dealing with
this, Mr Berri. We tried it for three months. It's now time to hand
this over to you." Iagat was annoyed. "So you will try and you will
fail, and my son bears the brunt of your failure? Is it his fault that
your methods failed? What if you told me on time and we worked
on it together? Wouldn't he have developed the faith that the
adults around him know how to manage him?" And Iagat gave her
numerous examples from his own HR system.

Iagat then launched himself into the next phase of his brief-
bargaining. Now he said: "I got you the sponsorship for the in-

ter-school track meet. I put up four huge banners on your annual
day.What about that? Can't I expect this much in return when I do
so much for the school? I could have done all that for any school,
but if I did it for this school, it was because my child is studying
here!"

When he got back to his workplace, Iagat toldVignesh about his
chat with the headmistress at Abhay's school. "They can't simply
decide to throw the baby with the bath water," Vignesh said: "You
are admitting that your child has done something wrong by
breaking a norm. But by giving money to the school just because
your child is studying there, aren't you breaking a norm too?"

"How did I break any norm?" asked Iagat. "It is common for
schools to approach corporate parents for ads and things."

V
ignesh nodded: "Common, yes; but is it ethical? That's the
question. Statistical occurrences do not creat~ norms. They
only create practices which can, again, be ethical or uneth-
ical. Would this school have got such support if your child
wasn't studying there? You understand marketing enough,

so tell me, what is the value of placing an ad in a school magazine?
Does it increase sales for us? Our media plan does not include
school journals, yes? So, that Rs 40,000 that you paid year after
year was merely a donation."

"Come on, Vignesh. These things happen, we all do it," rea-
soned Iagat. "Cola people put up umbrellas, sports companies
give away T-shirts, ice cream companies put up kiosks, so there is
enough corporate funding in indirect ways."

"AllI am saying is that we all break norms and your child also
broke a norm," said Vignesh. "Ifwe can rationalise our behaviour,
then can't you sit with your child and talk about about what was
happening in his mind that made him experiment with cigarettes
and cannabis?"

Annoyed, Iagat said: "Why are you using the word 'experi-
mented' all the time? Do you not recognise that he has taken
cannabis twice in his life?"

"Iagat, Iagat, calm down!" said Vignesh. "How many things did
we do as young people that we have gotten out of or not overcome
by now? Ifwe have some rules for ourselves, then we must under-
stand that Abhay is a growing child, and we must, at least, have a
communication with him with respect, so that the sins or the mis-
understandings that others did unto us do not repeat in his life.
Do you recall the time when Kapil Varma came to work drunk
three days in a row? You took up his cause, you said his personal
life will creep into his corporate life, but that was no reason to sack
him! You even said the HR department has to try and rehabilitate
him, because as a manager, he is a consumer of the HR system!

"Such a good manager, but not an effective parent! You are
saying the child is a consumer of the education system,

but remember the child is also a consumer of the
parenting system! And you are his model and you

have to figure out what he wants from your
parenting service, what are his needs. Have
you understood the needs of your con-
sumer? Ifyou haven't, then you are just play-
ing God right now. The child has certain
rights; even ifhe is in the wrong, he still has
some rights. You cannot reject the child, la-
bel him as wrong or delinquent even if he has

done wrong."
Iagat looked at him in surprise and said: "So

what do you know about kids, Vignesh?Your own
kids are young, what will you know?" Vignesh
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replied: "I am managing so many young people in
the BPG division everyday, Jagat. Don't forget that
I have to parent them as a manager. Isn't that
what you told me when you made me respon- ~
sible for the BPG division's HR needs? Face it
Iagat, this whole BPG thing is, after all, just a
quirk of business strategy, really not the
kind oflifestyle that parents would like their
kids to have. We have created this business
and we use the young to further our cause.
Look at their age, 19, 20? Do they have the ma-
turity to conduct their lives responsibly?

"Parents call me often and seek reassurance
that this is a safe environment for their kids. So, I am
also carrying the burden of parental responsibility for
their conduct. It's my job, and there is not much difference between
a 16-year-old in high school and a 19-year-old graduate who joined
our BPG division! I find a lot of these people smoking, I know they
go to pubs every day, they have a different girlfriend every week. I
know all those things. Bymy moral standards, all that is deadly, it is
wrong. But this generation has a different moral standard, which,
don't forget, we as corp orates fan and use! Don't we use those differ-
ent moral standards in our marketing, in our advertising? We sell to
young adults all the time, using exactly their new morals, morals we
do not personally subscribe to, morals we consider blasphemous if
our own kids at home have them, but morals we capitalise on to fur-
ther our goods, our activities?

"I'll give you an example. Duleep Rana, one of my BPG boys
modelled for an ad where he was made to say 'cool' stuff, which I
thought was unnecessary, even harmful. So I called the advertiser
asking him to withdraw the ad. They said: 'He is an adult, he does
not need parental intervention. Besides, the ad has gone down so
well with our consumers.' Whereas the truth is that they used
Duleep to further their cause! And they are not alone in this. Com-
panies market pubs to them, boldly scripted Valentine's Day cards
and urge them to 'grab that girl you are crazy about', tobacco and
liquor too! And Reefer?When we advertise and recruit for our BPG
division, we use the words 'cool' and 'happening', don't we?

"It is their preferred lifestyle, it is their moral and social stan-
dards which will help us recruit! We want them to be 'cool' and
then we ourselves write those copies where we show such aban-
donment as cool, and a BPG job as the most happening job to
have, don't we?"

"Yes,so we do," said Jagat. "It's a business need! What a business
needs may not be my need for my child. But am I egging them to
perform illegal acts? If one were to extrapolate what you are say-
ing, then tomorrow you will say, if in a drugged state my son mows
down pedestrians, then I must understand him, respect him and
cover up for him!"

Vignesh groaned and covered his face with his hands. Then he
looked up and said: "Iagat, do you recall the time when Abhay,
your errant child, was learning to walk? Remember what you did
at that time? You smiled and cleared the way for him to walk. You
defined the boundaries where he could walk, didn't you? Abhay is
walking a different phase now, and he has fallen. I am not saying
you give him such a vast boundary that he goes and kills pedestri-
ans. Youhave to define those safe boundaries; that's your role as a
parent, creating those safe boundaries. That is what I do at the
BPG division, define boundaries, chat with people, grapple with
their new values, search within myself to create space for that!
When a child experiments within those safe boundaries, you have
to pick him up and help him walk again.

"This morning you asked me: 'So they have an ally in you?' Yes.
In some ways, that is true. If! lose contact with my staff, I also lose
the right to define those safe boundaries for them. As a father,
since you were not available for Abhay in that relationship in all
the times that he might have needed you, he has withdrawn his
emotional accounts with you to put them with friends. They give
him that warmth, or cannabis, which allows him to feel closer to
people. And he is experimenting because he seeks acceptance.
Likewise, I seek to remain in a relationship with my boys so that
they feel accepted.

"When a sales representative here subtly flouts norms, when
managers produce fake bills, they, too, are experimenting with
the system to see how far their boundary stretches. And we are
there to watch the boundaries and herd them back. It happens
all the time, Iagat, especially at work! So you can slap him, not
slap him, but how will you control him? Bybuilding a relationship
with him and, in the process, we have to hope that he won't go too
far beyond."

And that is what Vignesh had done when Duleep had told him
he did the ad for the money. "Money is power, and I want power!"
the man had said. Vignesh had read in this an inability to make the
right choices, how to take his life forward in the process. "Go
through the review meeting I did with them, and it will help you
find out what are the value systems being sold in your son's world;
find out what is it that you are trying to change, and what is it that
you are afraid of!"

Vignesh, who worked closely with his BPG boys, felt there were
new insights into the changing values that they as a company
needed to look at and build to arrive at meaningful conclusions.
He had met 16 of the young adults and created vignettes around
some values the company had been dogmatically holding on to,
and they had a debate on some of these.

Later in the day, as Jagat read what these young people had to
say about the various ideals Reefer and other companies held
dear, he felt he was completely out of touch with that generation
and how they perceived life and the world they were born into.
One particular exchange captivated him. The facilitator had
asked the group a question on integrity, where he gave the exam-
ple of a manager who manipulated his mentor to further his
growth in the organisation at the cost of others.

And one of the youngsters had replied: "If the system is allowing
that, how is it wrong? I am being asked to change my identity
when I deal with customers and I am also told what replies to
give, even if they are not correct; then how can a company talk
about integrity? If my own identity is in question, how can a com-
pany - which uses me to further its own cause - talk about
integrity? After all, at the end of the day, it is all about survival." •
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Let it not slip
ACHAL BHAGAT

The author is a psychiatrist and psychotherapist at Apollo Hospital, Delhi. He works as an organisation
analyst dealing with issues of mindset. He also heads a voluntary body, Saarthak.

Dear lagat,

A
T the end of the day, it is all about
survival. The fear of extinction still
drives the evolutionary race, long af-
ter dinosaurs lost the battle. In our
search for survival, we sometimes

lose sight of our purpose. What is the point
if while doing something, we are just sur-
viving and not being ourselves? 'Is there a
purpose to our life' is perhaps too big a
question to even attempt to answer, but
surely one objective is to be ourselves
sometimes. The fear oflosing is so terrify-
ing and we are trying very hard to over-
come it.We call this a process of coping our
battle for survival, and mistakenly we be-
lieve it to be our life.

Welcome to your life, Iagat. Welcome to
your own reality and, perhaps, mine too.
You must question it. We owe it to Abhay.
We owe it to ourselves. We have to question
our battle for survival. What is it that we are
trying to preserve and what will happen if
we lose it?What is it that you are losing? All
you are losing today is your delusion that
all was well in your life. You have probably
lost many opportunities to acknowledge
major chunks of your life. You have been
lost in the bottomline battle. The fear 'if I
don't do it, someone else will' makes you
strive hard. Youwill accept everyone else as
a human being with feelings and thoughts
but recognise yourself only as a manager. A
manager of resources.

Well, wake up time! Managers are hu-
man too. You also deserve a shot at life. A
life of being yourself, not a battle to avoid
extinction. Adequate parenting is not
about managing resources. It is not a
service contract because the key thing is
that it has to be unconditional. It does not
mean that you overlook difficult or exper-
imental behaviour. You must acknowl-
edge your child as a person. Youwill com-
municate with your child, you will not
violate his trust. Another walk, another
fall, another smile.

All is not lost, but a new beginning is

only possible if one acknowledges that
things may have not worked in the past.
The offer to communicate after one has
just beaten someone black and blue is
likely to be met with scepticism. Abhay is
experimenting. He has two needs - one,
to be unique, and the other, to be a part of
a larger something. He will experiment, as
would many others like him. We have to
ensure that we have a relationship that
allows him to experiment and yet not
go so far that he finds that the only def-
inition of himself he has is "I experiment,
therefore I get noticed and, therefore, I ex-
ist." This sounds familiar and eerie. Some-
thing like when you and I say: "I manage,
therefore I am."

He is because he is himself. He is be-
cause he feels. He is because he thinks. He
is because he breathes, moves and dreams.
He is, for he is. He must believe this. He will
believe this only if you tell it to him. It will
take time but he will believe it if it came
ftom you. Say it by being with him, not by
outlining 'dos and 'dont's. But you must be-

Integrity is not about
money. Integrity is con-

sistency between actions
and beliefs. Integrity is

about not having to
change stance for con-
venience. Integrity as a
parent is sharing hard

facts and the responsibili-
ty for surviving them
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lieve it before you say it. If he believes, 'I
matter, not my performance', he will value
himself too much to experiment to the ex-
tent of losing himself. He will know when
to pull back. If only you could say it.

Also, managing a home is tougher than
managing a bottomline or 2,500 people;
the stakes are too high. Youneed to rebuild
a communication with your wife. You have
perhaps made her feel guilty and inade-
quate many times. She is not answerable to
you for something you have given up all
responsibility for. She is a person before
she is a mother.

What is ethical and within a value sys-
tem and what is outside? Integrity is not
about money. Integrity is a consistency be-
tween actions and beliefs. Integrity is
about not having to change a stance for
convenience. It is about not hiding. It is not
about having to use rationalisation. In-
tegrity as a parent is sharing the hard facts
and the responsibility for surviving them.
Responsible parenting is not about tying
children down. It is about being with them.
Being with them does not mean giving
Rs 40,000 to the school for banners, being
with them is helping them understand
that sometimes it is possible to disagree
with the system and survive. Being with
them is also not trying to rescue them from
the consequences of their actions.

Everyone is accountable for his or her
actions. But it is easier to take the conse-
quences if you know that on the other
side, you have not lost all. The knowledge
that there will be someone who cares
for you just because you are you makes
you survive. Being with them is about
non-problem-solving time. It is not
looking for validation, just the fact that
they love you.

Remember, Iagat, Abhay is because he
is. You are because you are, not because
you are your role.

Say hello to Vignesh from my behalf, he
is catching on. Take care.



Strike a balance
ATUL MATHUR

The author runs Outbound Foundation, a Panchgani-based training organisation that works in the
areas of leadership, team-building and personal development. He can be reached at outbound@vsnl.net.

THE central issue in Iagat's story
seems to hover around the question
of managerial skills versus life skills.
Does a competent manager auto-
matically become a competent hu-

man being? Can human competencies-
as a father, as a husband, as a son, or as a
member of the human race - be mapped
just like job competencies? Does develop-
ment at work transform into basic per-
sonal development?

Looking at Iagat's 'performance' at
home, one would not think so. He ap-
pears to have a tenuous relationship with
both his wife and son. He seems to have
delegated the job of CEO of the home to
his wife! A 360-degree feedback from his
wife, son and the headmistress is unlikely
to be flattering. Is this due to lack of skills
or is it merely a lack of application? I
guess it is both.

Let us start by trying to figure out the
differences between business and life
itself (so help me God!). Business certainly
is life. That much is pretty obvious. But is
life business?

In business you have clearly defined
goals (targets), obvious motivation (prof-
its/bonuses), role clarity (me boss - you
flunky), power (over promotions, incre-
ments and sackings). A manager's toolbox.
But in life there's no toolbox, no props, no
crutches. Just you and your deepest values,
beliefs and their resultant actions.

Your wife and son don't 'report' to you;
you don't promote or sack them. Your sup-
plier, the headmistress, takes no responsi-
bility for the package she ships you. The
rules of business don't seem to apply in a
straightforward manner. Iagat seems
trapped in these rules and is astounded
when the game oflife is played differently.

Another way of looking at this could
be that at work, Jagat is playing a well-
defined role. Additionally, because he is
an actor, he has detachment and objec-
tivity.He knows that as a boss, it is his 'role'
to develop Kapil (the alcoholic) and he

has the courage to play it out fully. Some-
how, in his personal life, this objectivity
abandons him. He cannot see the sim-
ilarity between Kapil's situation and his
Abhay's. Could it be that he actually sees
himself in the same light as Kapil, as a
failed father who deserves another cha-
nce just like the reformed alcoholic?
The headmistress' refusal to give him an-
other chance fills him with righteous
anger. His ego is hurt.

Indian philosophy urges us to think of
ourselves as the instrument rather than
the doer. To put aside our egos and just
play the role. Perhaps Jagat needs to learn
to switch hats. At work he wears the hat of
the ideal HR head. But where is the ideal
father hat? Thrashing Abhay is serious
violence. Why does he do it? Why is it that
a person who behaves with such maturity
and compassion at work loses it at home?
Could it be that his concern for Kapil
stemmed not from genuine compassion,
but from his need to see himself as an
enlightened manager?

We have all seen examples of consistent
goodness at work and at home. Good fa-

Maybe we need to ask
ourselves some Questions

- are we free or are
we slaves? What Is

reality? What is
imponantto us?

Is this reflected In the
way we spend our time

each passing day?
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thers, good husbands and good friends
who are also good managers. It is often
said that better people make better man-
agers but the converse isn't always true!
Business is but a subset of life. The 'soft'
skills of relating genuinely with people
come first. Hard managerial skills can be
built on this base.

The second possibility, that Jagat does
not lack life skills, but simply has not had
the time to be a good father, also bears
examination. 'No Time For Family 'is Cor-
porate India's most common illness. Stress
and hypertension are next. Several surveys
have shown that achieving a work life/per-
sonal life balance is the top priority for
most managers. Many would say that Ab-
hay's experimenting with drugs is directly
attributable to Iagat's absence from his life.

With globalisation, time zone differ-
ences and mobile phones, the modern
manager is truly a slave of 'the system',
chained to a treadmill, forever hurtling
along. A modern version of the myth of
Sisyphus. The Perpetual Motion Machine
is the modern manager!

The film The Matrix shows a time in the
future when machines have taken over and
made men their slaves. What people be-
lieve as real is but a finely crafted illusion.
Maybe we need to ask ourselves some
questions - are we free or are we slaves?
What is reality? What is important to us?
Is this reflected in the way we spend our
time each passing day? Next, each one of
us must figure out how to tackle the an-
swers. I am not calling for a mutiny agai-
nst the system. Material comforts have
their uses. To be fair, many work not for
money as much as for the satisfaction of
work itself. But how about some balance in
this endeavour?

Abhay's incident is a wake-up call for
Iagat, He should thank the headmistress.
She may have expelled Abhay from the
school. But for Iagat, this could mean
getting his son back. A return of the prodi-
gal father. -
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When there is something unwanted in the house, we throw it
away.When there is a student with an unwanted attitude, we rus-
ticate him; when there is an employee who causes discomfort, we
sack him. When there is a human who challenges the societal
norms, we cage him in prison if the death sentence can't be deliv-
ered. In this manner, we 'eliminate' whatever is not beautiful for
our environment. But real corrective behaviour requires us to
first understand the ghosts within us. Dr Achal Bhagat explains
how this is done in a chat with Meera Seth.

MeeraSeth: Let's take this man Iagat Berri. We all have
a Iagat Berri inside us. Some of us allow the Jagat in
us to express himself, some of us take the path of
least resistance and quieten him. Jagat seems to
be a man who takes up the cause of the under-
dog. He wants to forgive Kapil Verma's alco-
holism, he even subtly takes up for his son when
he tells the headmistress: "You don't know what
you are talking aboutf"Was this just the denial of
reality, or a subconscious anger that a parent who
is trying hard feels when a school uses a sledgeham-
mer to kill a fly? (His son was being rusticated for
smoking cannabis.) Is this a defensive action coming from
a level of right indignation that unwittingly turns into an offensive?
What is at the heart ofJagat Berri's anger and aggressive behaviour?
Achal Bhagat: Iagat wants to do the right thing! He wants to do
the right thing because he has an image of himself, which is of
brave, rational. perfect, loyal. strong and honest person. His
stance regarding Kapil is part of his rational right self. He sees
this image crumbling because he has not been able to transfer
these values to his son. He sees this as his failure. In his anger, he
is trying to overcome the guilt that he faces that he has not been
available for his son.

itates art, why are we ready to condemn and not coun-
sel? Is this because we don't have superior morals to

peg our actions to?
Achal: Schools and the media are part of a soci-
ety, which is coping with grim realities. The real-
ity is of high levels of psychological maltreat-
ment of children by their parents, high levels of
domestic violence, intolerance of other per-

spectives and encouragement to achieve the
shortest route to success. When life imitates life,

and there is no avenue of communication, the child
is labelled deviant and excluded by the school and

slapped by the parent. A young person will experiment
from the repertoire of activities he sees around him. Most will ex-
periment, some will be labelled to teach others a lesson. This is not
a solution. The solution lies in affirmative parenting and empa-
thetic schooling. Rather than getting shocked by the MMS events
that surround us, we need to be proactive. We need to create a
space for communication with the young people. We need to have
an attachment with them that allows us to put in place a
framework of safety while they experiment. MMS or graffiti or
cannabis are only symptoms of a society that does not listen to the
other person.

Meera: Achal, who ensures that? We have no social audit of
whether we, as parents or schools or organisations, are moving in
socially enabling ways! The result is a warped generation carrying
the can for the sins of the adults. For example, when the school de-
cided to rusticate the SMS-ing students, did anyone ask ifthis is
socially enabling behaviour? By rusticating the students, I, as
school, have enacted a very adult reaction to a problem: swat it.
Because I want other adults like me to think of me as correct. But
then you are there as a school for the students, no? Which brings
me to the question: who is the consumer of my services as a
school? I ask because schools are organisations too, and I think we
need to define their business and delivery very clearly.
Achal: The definition of education, the content and process of it
needs to change. The schools cannot be seen to be custodians of
younger generation, nor should they have the power to truncate
someone's schooling. There have to be consequences for being un-

. helpful. But they should have consequences that engage people in

Meera: So now, let us move to the other set of adults in the life of er-
rant Abhay Berri - the school. Why are people wielding authority
without correctly understanding the responsibility that precedes
its execution? Recently, we saw the MMS issue where the students
were rusticated for sending lewd emails. Does this solve the prob-
lem? And does the problem lie with the students? Are we idiotically
myopic and self-righteous? Students in the age groups of 11-15 are
exploring the world we created before they came along - a world
of vices, war, hatred and danger. As parents, we are quick to advice
each other: 'Prepare your child for the real world ... you won't al-
ways be there to hold his hand.' Our TVsets blatantly show porn,
our movies (in the name of'frankness') exaggerate and glorify sub-
optimal behaviours; in the name of humour we make fun of peo-
ple; our leaders openly berate and run each other down; in the
name of competition and making people 'tough', we have pro-
grammes (copied from the West) that tease, talk rudely and insult
young, ambitious aspirants (like Indian Idol). Yetwhen real life irn-
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a further conversation rather than excluding them. I think each
school should have a student -led audit of mental health impacts of
education and the way its is provided. This consumer-led audit is
bound to help the schools refocus their emphasis and regain their
relevance as societal institutions.

Meera: Take the exchanges between Iagat and his wife when she
says she had suspected her son was smoking. The mother feels in
control even in the face of her son's error when she says she did
suspect, but knew boys that age experiment. The father sees life as
black and white, no greys. "Why wasn't I informed?" he asks. This is
Jagat the manager who feels empowered by information even ifhe
won't choose to act upon it. This is so typical of the left brain man-
agement styles in workplaces. Yet, isn't this exactly at the heart of a
home as an organisation?
Achal: Jagat belongs to society where he has been taught he is a
man only ifhe is a MBAwho manages organisations, not a person
who loves being with his family. Family is a responsibility that is
delegated to the wife and outsourced to the school. It is this binder
of 'being a man' that holds him down. He is still looking for short-
term solutions to solve a problem called his son. He really needs to
understand and challenge his perception of himself.

Meera: And then the pathos of being Jagat Berri, the breadwinner.
One clue to his anger comes through when he tells his son: "Doyou
know what it takes to have a job in today's times?" I think this is
poignant, at the heart of his insecurity, at the heart of Iagars sense
oflosing control. We can control variables in the workplace based
on information; we seek to control variables in our personal life
based on faith and trust. Why is it that faith does not work in the
workplace and information does not work at home?
Achal: I think all relationships, whether work or family, are based
on four principles: care, respect, responsibility and knowledge.
But you have the capacity to gather accurate knowledge, and you
have to have a communication to express caring and respect. You
cannot have relationships without being responsible towards
them. The least a relationship needs is time and focus.

~
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~
~

Meera: So then why does the twain of faith and information not
meet in the workplace? Is it because faith is 'soft fluff' and informa-
tion is more macho?
Achal: Faith is built by information, but information that is rele-
vant and not a reinforcement of stories that you read about young
people. Youcannot work without faith or information whether it is
the workplace or family. The principle ofliving has to be based on
relationships which care for the other person as a person.

Meera: Iagat is a man fighting the world thargot created around
him. Bruised, hurt, wounded by the betrayal of trust byhis son, he
finds salve in his victory over Kapil Verma's promotion, Isn't that
how we all are?We all need to win small battles so that ~ have the
moral confidence to fight the war. Or victory in one war eases the
pain ofloss in another. In Kapil's promotion, I found Abhay Berri's
(son) victory. The causes were the same, the army different.
Achal: I do not think by fighting Kapil's battle, Iagat is any nearer
to understanding what his son needs. He may have rroven to
himself that he is man enough to take on the board for a lost but
just cause. He may say to himself that he helped Kapi . But that
fight is his battle for his identity and his control over his context.
He is nowhere near winning the war. Abhay has not betrayed the
trust. He has experimented with cannabis, which was available
to him. What would have prevented him from experimenting
would be low access to cannabis but more importantly, a high
level of access to a communicative father with whom he has a
trusting relationship.

Meera: Hmm ... now go back to Jagat's encounter with the BPO
boys smoking. His eruption and reaction was both funny and
heart-breaking. "What do you youth think of nowadays," he says.
What is going on in Jagat Berti's mind when he says this? Is he tak-
ing up the cause of his organisation, or is he taking up the cause of
the youth? It seemed to me that Jagat is angry with the youth for
their own sake, 'don't do these things, you silly chaps; this world is
unkind and unforgiving!' is what I read between his lines. This gets
endorsed when he tells Vignesh: "I make the rules here."This is as if
to say: 'You keep out of this, I know how to forgive and to control.'
Achal: The young people remind him of his helplessness. He wants
to assert control. He shouts. He feels more helpless. He generalises,
he pulls rank, but he cannot get away from his helplessness. He is
saying to himself that the world is unforgiving. He feels those
around him are judging him. But the truth perhaps is that he is
judging himself and is not being able to forgive himself.

Meera: The best of people and masters always tell us to bury the
past, not to carry memories, to look ahead, to not be ridden by the
guilt of the past as long as we know the difference, Many of us do
try so hard to be all this. So did Iagat Berri. This is a great quality to
have. But how is one to constantly invoke it and not succumb to
the wrath unleashed by a crisis?
Achal: There are two ways of recovering from the traumas of life.
One is the 'why and how' method, where you wonder why and how
did things go wrong. The other is called the 'now and how' method
where you accept that this is how things are now, and you figure
out how to correct them from here on. The latter works better. But
it takes time to regain control of one's realities. There is also a need
to learn from the past about any patterns that one may need to
change. Once one has done so, the past has served its purpose. You
could try to distract yourself with an inconsequential activity
rather than focusing on the solutions. Distraction may work ini-
tially, but it ultimately destroys your effort to recover.
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Meera: Maybe it was in keeping with this very attitude that Iagat
went back to work, and did not sit at home grieving with his wife
over their son. Vignesh says: "It always amazes me that most men
are willihg to invest more into becoming successful managers in the
tuorkplaee but not in other areas." Many of us behave exactly like
this. Agrievance in the family, someone frightfully ill, or even a do-
mestic chaos like shifting residence, but we somehow report for
work. At one level, one could say this is bravado. At another level, is
this an anxiety to prove toughness, to prove capability to manage
domestic and professional roles, arising from an overall anxiety to
retain one's job? Yes,yes, I have to be a parent and a professional,
and all the time I am performing on the world stage for an audi-
ence that chooses to judge me harshly. Recall Mera Naam loker
and the clown continuing his performance even as his mother suf-
fers a stroke in the audience. Why are we unable to change scripts,
change acts and be our own directors? Iagat Berri felt defeated ....
He was always seeking to overcome crisis, striving to find solu-
tions ... We all try hard to keep our masks on. What's going on?
AchaJ: Let us focus on the purpose of work. Why do we work? For
money, control, happiness, but more important is our search for
purpose for life.Work is a good strategy to provide us a purpose for
life. But somewhere we forget it is only one strategy, and not the
only purpose. We forget that we have a need for dignity, a need for
control and a need for belonging too! Work cannot help us com-
pletely in our search for these. Can we feel complete without
these? Perhaps such reflection is too anxiety provoking. Perhaps
that is why we fill all our time with work.

Meera: Vignesh mentions the ads that Iagat placed in the school
journal, which he uses as a ploy to tell the school: 'see what all I did
for you'. But Vignesh says he broke a norm, just as his son had. And
Iagat says: "We all do it, so what's wrong?" If Iagat was made to put
his act under a microscope, even he would agree with Vignesh that
he broke a norm. But we are all a lot like Iagat Berri. We skid
through life, gloss over what we call small breaches. Examine this
and tell me, how do we train ourselves to be watchful and alert?
AchaJ: How do we truly remain within the framework we set our-
selves and not shift the goalposts a wee bit to suit the situation? Itis
difficult, but it is important to have a personal value statement
written down. The next step will be to outline high-risk situations
where these values may be betrayed. Look out for any emotional
upsurges or any defensiveness - both may be indicative of a value
betrayal. It is also important to have a mentor whose feedback you
trust, so as to have an external value watch mechanism.

Meera: Now, try and link these different statements made byVig-
nesh and Iagat.One, Iagat would not sack Kapil Verma, who came

to work drunk three days in a row. He said his personal life would
creep into his professional life, not a reason to sack him, HR must
rehabilitate him, he is a consumer of the HR system. Two, concern-
ing Reefer's BPO ads, Iagat justifies: "It'sa business need!"Three, Vi-
gnesh uses the example of a toddler learning to walk and says: "De-
fine the safe boundaries for him to walk within and if he falls, pick
him up - that's your role." It appears to me that organisationaJ
rules are not written in any book; they are made by people who
manage the organisation, as Iagat did for Kapil Verma. But then
how many people do that? Why are organisations unable/unwill-
ing to truly mentor the humans who work for them? It is said that
this is not the role of organisations.
AchaJ: Organisations forget their responsibility towards their peo-
ple. They feel that they survive because of effective employees and
they reward effective employees. But they forget that an ineffective
employee may be a function of the reality of the organisational cul-
ture. What if Kapil's story was written as: "He missed three parent
teacher's meetings because of work, the son was caught taking
cannabis, he became angry and beat up his child, the child abused
him and the wife left with the child and then Kapil could not stop
drinking ... ."Then what is the cause of Kapil's difficulties? Is there
no organisational contribution to stress in people's life? Unfortu-
nately there is and unfortunately the cost of stress- related disabil-
ity is a hidden cost, which the organisation overlooks. People are
more important than business, an organisation that invests in its
people's lives, grows beyond its capacity.

Meera: Very good Achal, which brings me back to schools, or the
doorway that we pass before we become managers. As an exten-
sion of what you said about organisations, it follows that an inef-
fective student is a function of the reality of a school's culture. Just
as you say organisations feel they survive because of effective em-
ployees, and schools think they survive because of effective (read
high achieving) students. So the whole end game is very self-cen-
tred. Neither organisations nor schools exist for the people. Be-
tween the two, I feel schools have a greater need to
recast their vision as the hand that rocks the cradle also rules the
world. Ifwe take care of people at the grassroots level, we will auto-
matically create caring, thinking, feeling organisations later on.

AchaJ: The trouble, Meera, is that we are so focused on the activity
of education that we forget the link between education, work, rela-
tionships and life.What is the point of education if it does fulfil the
purpose of life?The purpose oflife is not just completing activities
in a financial year. The purpose oflife is discovering life itself, ex-
ploring, changing, accepting and relating; if we do not use our in-
stitutions to further this goal, we are no better than mosquitoes! •


